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New Moon Astrology (Paperback)
By Jan Spiller

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2001. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English. Brand new Book. A revolutionary approach to unlocking the transformative power of
astrology Get what you wish for in love . happiness . health . career . money . and more! The Moon's
influence on human destiny has been recognized since ancient times, but its potential for
generating positive outcomes has often been ignored -- until now. In this breakthrough book,
master astrologer Jan Spiller reveals the secrets of harnessing the Moon's astonishing power to
make your goals a reality! Not just another astrology book, New Moon Astrology provides practical,
step-by-step instructions, based on ancient rites and philosophy as well as on Jan Spiller's own vast
astrological experience, in framing your wishes in any area -- love, career, family, or health. On New
Moon Power Days, your desires become incantations with amazing focus and strength. Using the
special Moon chart included here, you'll be able to express your wishes during a "magic" moment -a personal power period in the astrological cycle -- setting forces in motion that transform your
desires into reality. With this exciting technique, you will see your wishes actually coming true in
the...
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Reviews
Complete guide for publication enthusiasts. I have read and i am sure that i will going to study again once again in the future. Your way of life period will be
transform once you total looking over this publication.
-- Shayne O'Conner
This composed publication is great. It is one of the most remarkable publication i have got read through. I am just quickly could get a delight of looking at
a composed book.
-- Caden Buckridge
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